dvsAnalytics Overview
Experienced, Proven, Innovative

Highlights


30+ years of success



98% customer satisfaction
rating



Committed to innovative,
market-leading solutions



Deliver products that make
our reseller partners proud



Significant investments in
technology integration
partnerships with major
PBXs



Business decisions based
upon added value to
customers and partners

dvsAnalytics’ innovation is widely recognized
by industry analysts, consultants and
dvsAnalytics’ reseller partners and
customers. As a leader in both enterprise
and small-to-medium size businesses,
dvsAnalytics consistently creates solutions
that are one better than the rest. For
example, instead of just delivering coaching
software, dvsAnalytics delivers automated
eCoaching, so coaching can take place
when managers are busy with other tasks.
Also, instead of offering a separate add-on
survey application, we extended Encore’s
quality management software to also include
web-based customer surveys with results
available for analysis via the same Encore
reports as internal evaluations.
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dvsAnalytics Overview
Experienced, Proven, Innovative

dvsAnalytics is driven by dedicated professionals — technology innovators and industry veterans who apply their expertise to our customers’ and
partners’ critical business challenges. Our success is powered by a committed and passionate team and a working environment that fosters accountability, customer advocacy, honesty, innovation, loyalty, passion, respect, self-improvement and teamwork — the nine core dvsAnalytics values that shape the way we do business with our customers, our partners and each other.

dvsAnalytics treasures our partners. We work hard to nurture our relationships with our reseller partners. And we develop the best
seamless integrations with our technology partners. Reseller partners consistently tell us that we are easy to do business with, we
compliment their sales force and deliver product solutions for their customers that make them proud. Also, because many of our
reseller partners are also selling and installing large PBX/telephony switches, dvsAnalytics invests heavily in technology partnerships
and development with all the major telephone switch manufacturers. These investments have yielded dvsAnalytics a stellar reputation for having the best, deepest and most trouble-free installations with the following partners:

We are committed to conducting our business with the highest ethical standards. All business decisions are based upon creating
value for our customers, partners, employees and shareholders, as well as the communities in which we work. At dvsAnalytics we
view our corporate responsibility as essential to our success and vital to the way we do business.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Community
Workforce Management for Today’s Contact Centers

Highlights


All-inclusive licensing to
forecast, schedule and
manage contact center
staffing



Unlimited supervisor and
scheduler licenses



Includes real-time agent
adherence



Over 20 ACD integrations
available



Fully virtualized deployment options

Encore Community workforce management software leverages cutting-edge technology and a unique,
innovative feature set to increase the level and consistency of customer service while controlling the cost
of providing that service. While setting a new standard for ease of use, Encore Community enables your
team to interact and collaborate while executing your unique workforce management strategy.
Encore Community delivers comprehensive enterprise workforce management features like multi-skilled
forecasting and schedule optimization, intraday management and advanced agent adherence reporting. In
addition, Encore Community users receive the added benefits delivered by industry-leading innovation.
Intuitive processes like interactive agent bidding, bi-directional SMS messaging and Automated Schedule
Adjustment Plans significantly enhance the workforce optimization process.
Regardless of what channel your customers use to communicate with you, Encore Community accurately
captures, predicts, optimizes, manages and communicates your dynamic workforce plan to your entire
contact center team through a custom-tailored user experience.

Encore Community offers a powerful and competitively distinct forecasting feature providing all the support
you need to accurately and definitively staff your center. It’s an elegant “What-If” analysis toolkit like no
other in the industry. Features for creating staff plans include:
 Multiple Forecasting Methods including Dynamic, Static, Date Range, Excel Data and Manual Data
Entry
 Service Level Objectives
 Shrinkage Profiles
 Single or Multi-Skilled Forecasting

Scheduling with Encore Community is flexible and simple to use. It is easily configured to illustrate a
variety of scheduling cultures and processes and then readily aligns them against an unlimited number of
forecasted staff plans. Scheduling features include:
 Five Scheduling Methods including Fixed, Floating, Rotating, Composite and Common Day Floating
 Schedule Bidding for Agents
 Scheduling Unnamed Agents
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Encore Community
Workforce Management for Today’s Contact Centers

Adding to Encore Community’s powerful features are portals developed for the unique needs of schedulers, supervisors and agents. The Agent
Portal offers a rich, easy to navigate user interface where agents can view schedules, request vacation, post shift swaps, bid schedules, review
their adherence and communicate quickly with other contact center personnel in just a few clicks. It is fully customizable and the home page features these components:





Today’s Hot News
Today’s Surveys and Results
All About Me Profile
My Schedule Transactions





Schedule Bid Status
My Weekly Schedule
My Community Memos

It’s been demonstrated time and again that 10, 20 and even 30% increases in agent adherence may be captured through advanced
adherence tools (the image below demonstrates how Encore Community visually communicates how agents adhered to the schedule for each hour of the day). In a 100 agent contact center, capturing 10% more productive hours from agents is the equivalent of
adding ten agents into the schedule pool, without hiring a single person. The savings offered by Encore Community are significant.

Encore Community integrates with 20+ communication platforms and provides all-inclusive licensing—no modules to purchase separately—with
this powerful software. In addition, Encore Community includes unlimited site, supervisor and scheduler licenses. Encore Community’s advanced,
industry-leading features empower your contact center like never before. Call us today for a demonstration.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Voice and Screen Recording
Reliable, Comprehensive, User-Friendly.

Highlights


Integrate with top unified
communication platforms.



Maintain industry
compliance.



Capture all interactions for
a 360° perspective
including voice + screen,
chat, and email.



Easily locate, share, and
review your most important
recordings.

We go to extensive lengths to ensure Encore’s compatibility with your telecommunications solutions and
configuration preferences, so you can spend time driving results, not troubleshooting. Record with
confidence, today and into the future, knowing that with Encore you can:


Integrate with any one or combination of major unified communication platforms.



Record TDM, VoIP, or hybrid environments.



Position Encore at the station or trunk side.



Access Encore in the cloud or on premise.



Scale to any size across multiple departments or locations agents, locations, and more.

Encore records all voice and screen activity. Screen recording extends to multiple monitors and can be
viewed simultaneously with, or independently of, a call. The inclusion of non-voice interactions such as
email and chat, as well as any on-screen activity associated with phone calls, create a 360° perspective
and add significant contextual value when it comes time for review. Encore voice and screen recording:


Records screen activity in sync with voice.



Saves and plays the screen recordings as video.



Captures chat and email interactions.



Continues to record the screen after the call concludes, for visibility during wrap-up.
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Encore Voice and Screen Recording
Reliable, Comprehensive, User-Friendly.

With interactions reliably and completely recorded,
Encore offers a host of security tools to maintain
compliance with industry requirements such as PCI and
HIPAA. Sensitive data captured by voice and screen can
be scrubbed or encrypted per business and industry
requirements. During review, only users with the
necessary permissions can access recordings.
Permissions are configurable in Encore for individual
and group levels, from access to encrypted data to
exporting recordings and more, security can be set to
remain safely within industry requirements.

Encore makes it easy to organize, retrieve, and review recordings. With the selection of criteria such as team, phrase, and call result, recordings
that fit specified criteria are collected into playlists. These enable identification of important interactions, and can be created for individual use or
shared with other stakeholders. Upon review, feedback tools are readily available within the Encore player, as well.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Live Monitor
Listen to the most important calls live… from anywhere.

Highlights


Monitor calls in real-time
from any desktop, tablet, or
smartphone.



Listen live to the most
important conversations.



View your agents’ current
status and call details.



Add voice commentary to
the call for enhanced
coaching.



Secure access for users
with proper permission.

Live monitoring has traditionally been a process where managers randomly select calls to monitor from a
phone connected to the PBX and/or desktop computer. Encore Live Monitor is a game changer, turning
random into selective monitoring, providing managers with the ability to add commentary to calls, and
accommodating on-the-go managers who can't be tied to their desks. What’s more, Encore’s monitoring
software is available to any business using Encore call recording.

Encore Live Monitor takes the randomness out of monitoring
calls. It provides the ability to selectively listen to calls such
as those that:





Appear exceptionally long.
Are taken by less experienced agents.
Take place between certain support teams and
customers.

With Encore Live Monitor, calls in progress are organized in
a dashboard that:






Displays agents’ names, pictures and status.
Provides additional call data while monitoring.
Highlights agents with longest or shortest wait or talk
times.
Allows you to “rewind” and play the call from the start.
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Encore Live Monitor
Listen to the most important calls live… from anywhere.

Ever listen to a call live and want to give the agent immediate feedback in the context of the conversation? Encore’s unique Voice or Text Annotation lets you pause the conversation and record your own commentary. After the call, a link to the recording that contains the voice or text notes
can be sent to the agent and/or evaluator for review and coaching purposes.

Today’s managers are always on-the-go. With this revolutionary solution, they can stay connected from any computer, tablet or smartphone and
securely see and hear what is going on with their team and customers.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Desktop Analytics and eCapture
Improve Quality Management Compliance and Workflow Processes

Highlights


Capture unlimited data from
the desktop.



Evaluate all calls associated
with a specific customer.



Selectively encrypt or scrub
sections of a recording.



Track events for process
analysis and improvement.

Easily Find Specific Customer Conversations. Using Encore’s eCapture, data such as customer ID,
patient number and support ticket number, can be extracted from desktop applications, such as a CRM
system, and stored in call recording files. Users can then search and review conversations based upon
specific criteria, like an account number or transaction number.

Link Related Calls. In addition to locating specific customer conversations, this capability allows users to
gather all calls related to a specific customer account. This can be particularly helpful when related calls
need to be linked together for compliance audits, fraud alerts, resolution disputes and 911 emergency
response review.
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Encore Desktop Analytics and eCapture
Improve Quality Management Compliance and Workflow Processes

Focused Evaluations. Encore eCapture dramatically increases options for evaluators when determining what call recordings to evaluate. Based
upon the data captured, playlists can be created for all calls with specific results, such as First Call Resolution (FCR), sale, no sale, etc. Then evaluators can focus on reviewing call types that are most important in improving agent and/or business performance. This capability also streamlines
the process of identifying best practice examples to share for training and eCoaching assignments.
When you capture and store relevant customer data and call types, the usefulness of the recorded customer interactions expands considerably.
Consider how eCapture can improve how you do business today.

Encore Desktop Analytics provides users with more ways to protect sensitive data. While the Encore platform has the capability to totally encrypt
or permanently remove recordings with sensitive data, eCapture provides the capability to selectively encrypt and/or scrub. This is achieved by
setting triggers to encrypt just the portion of the call with sensitive data, such as social security number, credit card number and validation codes,
protected health information, etc. This capability is especially useful for organizations that must adhere to PCI and HIPAA compliance regulations.
The image below shows a recording file that was both encrypted and scrubbed.

Encrypt

Scrub

Need to automatically start and/or stop recordings during a call, based upon the desktop application? Encore eCapture can accommodate this
requirement! Or do you want to know when agents move from one desktop application to another, or what websites are being launched and when?
Encore eCapture provides the capability to set event triggers and monitor workflow.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Speech Analytics
Discover the Hidden Potential in your Recorded Conversations

Highlights


Verify compliance with
industry standards and
regulations.



Analyze the effectiveness
of marketing campaigns.



Gather business intelligence and product suggestions.



Review service issues for
root cause analysis.



Phonetics-based method
makes searches quick
and easy.

Encore Speech Analytics is designed to help businesses dig deep into their recorded conversations and
spot important, actionable information that allows them to:





Verify the business is in compliance with industry standards and regulations
Analyze the effectiveness of marketing campaigns
Gather business intelligence by understanding customers’ product and service suggestions
Review unresolved service issues for root cause analysis and process improvement

Encore Speech Analytics can process and mine through thousands of hours of customer interactions
quickly, providing you with the data you need to make critical business decisions. This phonetics-based
method scans recordings to identify a defined string of phonemes, the smallest units of sound that constitute a language. Encore speech analysis even allows you to search for industry jargon, acronyms, product
names, and new words without having to update a dictionary.

Consider a company that has become increasingly concerned about a sudden rise in order cancellations and would like to identify and review all
relevant recorded conversations. With the Encore Speech Analytics tool, a “search pack” is created that includes the various ways customers may
communicate their intention to cancel. Examples include “Cancel my order”, “I need to cancel my order”, and “I need to cancel Product X”.
The Encore Speech Analytics engine scans all recordings, identifies cancellation-related calls and stores them for further review and analysis.
Then, to help managers quickly review the relevant portions of the recordings, Encore tags the exact location within each recording where the
matching phrase is located. Encore Speech Analytics provides business intelligence not otherwise discovered, and also reduces the time and resources required for quality management.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Quality Management
Outcome-Based Evaluations and eCoaching

Highlights


Drive performance improvement with outcomebased evaluations.



Save time and deliver
personalized training by
linking eCoaching to
evaluations.



Reduce or eliminate the
need for one-on-one
meetings.



Reinforce eLearning and
refine training materials
with quizzes.

The goal of any performance review is to assess standings and encourage improvement in areas that are
lacking, ultimately driving better results. Encore’s highly automated quality management process uses
evaluations that are outcome-based, so the evaluation doesn’t end at the score— it prompts the next step
and performance improvement with automatic eCoaching.
Creating evaluations is easy. Encore comes equipped with best practice templates to get you started. As
desired outcomes grow more specific, the flexible form builder can be used to customize evaluation
templates, or create new forms that best suit evolving goals. As questions are added, the answer format,
points value, and low score thresholds for recommended eCoaching (automated training assignments) are
defined. These provide the ability to weight certain questions (outcomes) more heavily than others and
develop a queue for eCoaching. To further incentivize agents and drive business initiatives, bonus
questions can be added to any evaluation form to boost their overall scores and performances.

When it’s time to conduct evaluations, recordings can be selected manually from dynamic playlists (collections of specific types of recordings that
are identified using pre-determined criteria) or automatically by Encore based on type and frequency. The selected recordings can then be matched
with the appropriate evaluation form. For example, evaluations relating to calls with customer prospects may use questions about product
promotion, whereas those regarding billing may focus on customer ID verification and transaction accuracy.
In the process of completing an evaluation, each question
receives its own score that contributes to the overall total. Any
questions receiving a score at or below the low threshold
automatically prompt Encore’s eCoaching. Assignments
accumulate in a queue until the evaluation is complete, at
which time all necessary assignments are approved by the
manager and sent to the agent. Evaluations and automated
eCoaching generate personalized agent training lists, without
any additional steps for managers.
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Quality Management
Outcome-Based Evaluations and eCoaching

Upon completion of an evaluation, Encore presents the manager with a list of recommended eCoaching assignments. With the manager’s approval
to send, Encore delivers an email to the agent alerting him/her of the newly available evaluation results and associated eCoaching assignments.
Inside the assignments, agents can click through to review eLearning materials. eLearning can be presented as video, text, flowchart, PowerPoint,
and/or more. This can also be followed up with a quiz.
Assignment statuses can be tracked on manager and agent dashboards through the Assignment List, including priority, status, and other details.

Average:

33.32

90

56.67

Phone Handling
Skills (w/Quiz)

Effective Listening
Skills (w/Quiz)

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

The results of eCoaching can be seen on performance-based
dashboard and reports. Managers and agents can view team
or individual performance trends at a glance, to see their success and stay motivated, all without taking time out to develop
and distribute personalized training. In one instance, introducing eCoaching singlehandedly resulted in a team’s overall
improvement of 37%.
Adding quizzes magnifies eCoaching results. Quizzes create a
chance for agents to retain eLearning materials through review
and interaction. The same customer that saw improvement
from eCoaching added quizzes and realized a total improvement of over 70%, with an added savings of 50-100% less
time needed for individual meetings.

Improvement

Quiz scores are indicative not only of retention, but also eLearning effectiveness. Quizzes that frequently receive low scores should have their
eLearning materials revisited—the message is likely not being adequately conveyed to the group, and can be refined to achieve stronger results.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Dashboards and Reports
Visualizing Analytics and Insights

Highlights


Monitor real-time KPI
trends and activities.



Assess training effectiveness and refine strategies.



Increase agent transparency and motivation.



Report on the business’
most important questions.



Streamline communication

Encore dashboards display real-time widgets, or key metrics represented graphically, to illustrate data
trends that are important to the user. Managers can easily view the latest eCoaching assignment statuses,
evaluation scores, high and/or low performing agents, and more, all at a glance. Dashboards can be
created and customized by managers and administrators to display widgets that are important to them.
Multiple dashboards can also be created to differentiate between multiple teams or business initiatives.
Dashboards can be created and shared with select groups, teams, or users, including agents. Agent
dashboards provide views of individual progress, reducing, and sometimes eliminating, the need for oneon-one meetings while motivating agents to continually improve their performances. Agent dashboards
also create a platform to display contest leaderboards and redeem rewards for Encore Gamification, which
automates the management of performance-based contests and rewards.

with key stakeholders and
participants.
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Encore Dashboards and Reports
Visualizing Analytics and Insights

Encore Reports provide illustrations of key metrics that are important to the business and are often used for performance and customer satisfaction
trend analysis. Showing both overall trends and specific breakdowns of the data, reports provide the ability to sift through specific sets of information that contribute to the larger result. Reports can be:


Selected for display as a manager and/or agent Dashboard widget.



Viewed on demand, or scheduled for delivery on a regular basis to individual stakeholders or groups.



Generated ad hoc via user-defined criteria.



Built to user-defined criteria and saved for future use.



Exported to a PDF or Excel file.

Reports are created by applying user-specific filters to narrow the data on any of Encore’s 50+ standard templates. For example, a report about
Customer Satisfaction can be made increasingly specific based on parameters set around filters such as agent, team, and time frame of interest.
Within each filter, the possible range of fields populates for selection to include in the report. For example, to study Customer Satisfaction trends
last quarter, the Survey Sent Date filter can be set to last quarter. The more filters are used, the more focused the report results will be.

Encore Dashboards and Reports provide visibility and insight
into the answers to countless questions asked by businesses.
Data is being collected with every interaction, evaluation, and
eCoaching quiz completion; why leave it untapped? Find out
what it all means, and share important updates with stakeholders and participants with Encore Dashboards and Reports.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Gamification
The Automated Management of Performance-Based Contests & Rewards

Highlights


Encore Gamification
makes it easy to motivate
agents by automating the
creation and management
of performance-based
contests and rewards.



Contests are set up to run
by completing parameters
within Encore.





Encore’s leaderboards
display the contest’s realtime standings, so all
agents know their performance relative to the
group’s.
Encore delivers and saves
reward points for each
agent in the My Bank
widget, where agents can
redeem prizes.

Managers can organize performance-based contests and motivate agents by using Encore Gamification to
automate and manage goals, participants, time frames, ranks, and even rewards. Contest progress is
continually updated on the contest widget, showing top placing agents on leaderboards, and privately,
individual standings relative to the group. Contest reward points are automatically deposited into agents’
reward banks for future prize redemption.

Setting up contests and rewards is easy. In one short session, managers define all the contest parameters:
which metric to use, participating agents, time frame, winning placements, and reward point values.
Encore then manages the contest to completion.
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Encore Gamification
The Automated Management of Performance-Based Contests & Rewards

The leaderboard is an automated dashboard widget that illustrates agent
standings during contests. Here, managers and agents can see the active contest’s time frame, and current leaders, complete with associated
score, rank, and reward points. These update real-time throughout the
duration of the contest. Agents who do not currently place on the leaderboard can also view their current score and rank relative to the entire
competing group.
At the contest’s conclusion, Encore automatically deposits reward points
to the respective winners. The leaderboard can continue to display the
dashboard for a designated period after the contest has closed, for additional contest winner recognition.

5

The My Bank widget is viewable on the dashboards of all agents who participate in contests. As contests are won, Encore automatically deposits
reward points into agents’ banks. Here, agents can save their reward points, track balances, and redeem points for prizes, all within Encore. Prizes
and their respective values are user-defined, and can vary based on what resonates best with the team, availability, budget, and more. When
agents click Redeem from their banks, all prizes and associated point values are listed for redemption and/or to motivate towards long-term goals.

About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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Encore Workforce Optimization
Automations to create high levels of Customer Satisfaction

Balance the goal for outstanding customer service and the need for low operational costs with workforce management software that:





Includes computer telephony (CT) adapters that allow the software to view contact history and create staff forecasts by hour, day, week,
month, etc.
Creates schedules to match customer defined service level objectives.
Communicates those schedules to agents.
Provides a view of adherence to schedules with the ability to change or optimize those schedules.

Record all interactions to attain a complete understanding of agent/customer communications. Encore call recording:





Includes certified computer telephony (CT) integration with all the major communication platforms.
Has built-in compliance tools for PCI and HIPAA, including encryption, scrubbed data, ePause and start/stop.
Records all desktop activity, delivering a 360° view of interactions with customers, and allows for multiple monitors.
Records non-voice communication such as email and chat.

As an added bonus to recording all interactions, Encore Live Monitor provides supervisors with the ability to monitor the contact center in real time
from anywhere using their smartphone, tablet or desktop. Whether they are walking around the contact center or at a meeting miles away, they
have the ability to pull up their team, view agent status, listen live to conversations taking place, and even add voice or searchable text annotations.
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Encore Workforce Optimization
Automations to create high levels of Customer Satisfaction

Turn unstructured, unsearchable voice communications into structured, searchable data, and gain valuable insight into customer communications.
Encore Analytics includes tools to find recordings based upon:


Call data such as ACD queue (call duration, type and direction), hold times, related calls, etc.



Post Contact Survey results such as low satisfaction rating, Net Promoter Score ®, etc.



Desktop data fields such as customer or patient identifier, call results, etc.



Speech Analytics results such as critical statements that indicate unhappy customers or missing compliance disclosures.

Evaluating interactions and improving performance in the contact center is more important than ever. Encore Quality Management includes:


Best practice evaluation templates and flexible form/evaluation builders to measure agent performance.




eCoaching that prompts evaluators to create outcome-based evaluation questions, automatically sends a coaching
assignment to agents when an evaluation score is unsatisfactory, and includes a URL link to an eLearning lesson.
Assigns quizzes to measure agent comprehension and eLearning effectiveness.



Views of eCoaching impact, before and after assignment completion.

Encore Reporting helps to continuously optimize processes and provide pertinent feedback to other business units. Encore’s reports:


Provide analysis of performance and customer satisfaction trends.



Are available on demand or scheduled for delivery to a variety of stakeholders on a regular basis.



Offer real-time, dashboard views of KPIs and trends at a glance.



Are generated ad hoc via user-defined criteria and may be exported to a PDF or Excel file.



User-specified report templates can be saved for future use.

Encore gamification automates the creation and management of perforce-based contests and rewards. Encore contests include:


Automation of everything from setup and administration to reward redemption, resulting in an
increased capacity to host contests more frequently than ever before.



Recognition of top performing agents via leaderboard standings



Earn points and redeem rewards, all within Encore.

+27 (0) 11 302 1200 | info@intuategroup.com | www.intuategroup.com
About dvsAnalytics
dvsAnalytics is a leading provider of workforce optimization software that enables organizations to improve performance and enhance the
customer experience. The company’s Encore Suite includes applications for recording, quality management, workforce management, analytics,
and gamification. dvsAnalytics has successfully delivered these solutions to enterprises for over 30 years.
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